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Introduction:   
Modeling the water cycle on Mars accurately is a 

complex problem that is difficult to solve. The water 
cycle is highly coupled to atmospheric temperature, 
dust, surface ice temperature, atmospheric mixing, and 
radiation, just to name a few.  

One of the main features of the Martian water cycle 
is the formation of the aphelion cloud belt. These 
clouds are formed near the equator during the aphelion 
season (Ls=60°-120°). In general these clouds form at 
higher altitudes compared to the polar clouds, and 
therefore at colder temperatures (around 180 K). La-
boratory experiments of nucleation under cold temper-
atures show that nucleation becomes more difficult at 
below 180 K than expected [1] [2]. This can be mod-
eled by a temperature dependent contact parameter, m. 
In this study we compare the results of a constant con-
tact parameter with the temperature-dependent contact 
parameter described by Iraci et al. (2010) [1]. 

 
 
Model Description:   
We use the NASA Ames Mars General Circulation 

Model (Haberle et al., 1999). The model is run at a 
typical resolution of 5°x6° (lat/lon) with 24 vertical 
layers. It uses a two-stream k-coefficient radiation 
transfer scheme with gaseous absorption and scattering 
aerosols, including dust and ice. Water-ice clouds are 
radiatively active in the simulations. Tracer microphys-
ics includes nucleation, growth, settling of cloud parti-
cles, as well as tracer mixing and sedimentation. The 
boundary layer scheme is based on the level-2 Mellor-
Yamada formulation of turbulent mixing. Surface to-
pography is based off of MOLA measurements, and 
uses Oregon State-derived surface albedo and thermal 
inertias. Tracer transport is done using a moment 
scheme assuming a log-normal size distribution. We 
specify an effective standard deviation (σeff), and 
transport tracer mass and number density. We can use 
these values to derive the effective radius (reff). The 
model contains a temporally and spatially varying 
background dust based off of TES observations. If the 
dust opacity is lower than the observations, dust is in-
jected into the bottom atmospheric layer at a rate of 
opacity 0.1/sol. 

 
Method:   
Comparisons between the model with a constant 

contact parameter and a temperature-dependent contact 

parameter were made using the NASA Ames Mars 
GCM. The temperature-dependence (Eq. 1) follows 
Arizona test dust case laboratory results from Iraci et 
al. (2010) [1]. 

 
m(T) = 0.0086*T + 0.1085 (1) 
Equation 1. Temperature-dependent contact pa-

rameter [1]. 
 
These results are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The 

figures show the zonal mean annual water vapor cycle, 
and the zonal mean annual IR cloud opacity for a con-
stant contact parameter (Fig. 2) and a temperature-
dependent contact parameter (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Figure 2. Constant contact parameter: (a) Zonal 

mean water vapor vs. Ls. (b) Zonal mean IR cloud 
opacity vs. Ls. 
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Figure 3. Temperature-dependent contact parame-
ter: (a) Zonal mean water vapor vs. Ls. (b) Zonal mean 
IR cloud opacity vs. Ls. 

 
The water vapor cycle is slightly wetter with a con-

stant contact parameter. However the greatest change 
is in the clouds, where the summertime polar clouds 
are greatly reduced, and the aphelion cloud belt is 
thinner. The difference between the constant contact 
parameter and the temperature-dependent contact pa-
rameter is most obvious in the aphelion cloud belt. 
While the opacity for these clouds is nearly 1 for the 
constant contact parameter, it is reduced around 0.1 
with the temperature-dependent contact parameter. 

The temperature-dependent contact parameter 
tends to thin out the aphelion clouds by reducing the 
number of cloud condensation nuclei that are nucleat-
ed, which leads to fewer, larger cloud particles being 
formed. This effect can be seen in figures 3 and 4, 
which show vertical zonal slices of the water fields at 
Ls=120°. 

 
Figure 3. Zonal slices of: (a, top left) Water vapor 

(b, top right) Ice mass (c, bottom left) Ice number (d, 
bottom right) Ice size for a constant contact parameter. 

 

Figure 4. Zonal slices of: (a, top left) Water vapor 
(b, top right) Ice mass (c, bottom left) Ice number (d, 
bottom right) Ice size for a temperature-dependent 
contact parameter. 

 
The figures show that with a temperature-

dependent contact parameter, there are about ten times 
fewer cloud particles, with particle sizes that are 2-3 
times larger (5-10 microns as opposed to 2-3). Both 
having fewer particles, and having larger particles 
work to decrease the cloud opacity. 

 
Conclusions: 
Modeling the Martian water cycle is a very com-

plex problem with many factors. An important feature 
of the Martian water cycle is the aphelion cloud belt. 
These clouds tend to form where the temperature is 
near the critical temperature of 180 K where laboratory 
experiments show that nucleation can be more difficult 
than expected with a constant contact parameter. The 
simulations show that a temperature-dependent contact 
parameter will inhibit cloud nucleation and growth of 
the aphelion clouds. Using this in the GCM greatly 
reduces the opacity of the aphelion cloud belt, and 
suggests that the temperature dependence of the con-
tact parameter can play an important role for these 
clouds. 
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